
Kari Hines: Firewise Coordinator 

ARBORISTS AND WILDFIRE 
PREPAREDNESS



Tree Protection

 Lightning
 Erosion
 Drought
 Insects
 Diseases 

Why not wildfire too?



Wildfire in Texas 

 Wildfire is a natural part of almost all Texas ecosystems
 Many Texas residents do not realize that previous 

suppression have throw the environment out of balance, 
increasing the chance of catastrophic wildfires.







So, What’s the Problem?
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Ignition Causes

• Humans cause over 90% of the wildfire in Texas
• Burn piles and debris burning is the #1 source 

of human caused wildfire
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The Fire Triangles 



The Fire Triangles 



What Is The Wildland Urban Interface?

Formal definition of WUI: 

“A geographic area where formerly 
urban structures, primarily homes, are 
built in immediate proximity to naturally 
occurring flammable fuels.”

Where human habitat 
meets wildlife habitat
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Where subdivisions or urban neighborhoods 
occur adjacent to rural or wildland areas

Classic WUI
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Homes, farms, ranches and resort areas 
scattered in the rural areas and wildlands

Intermix WUI
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Land that is undergoing 
a transition from 
agricultural, forest or 
rangeland uses to urban 
land uses



Wildland that lie within a larger developed area 
such as parks, forests, greenbelts and other 
recreational areas

Occluded WUI
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Methods of Ignition
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Radiant Heat 
Flame Impingement 

Embers 



Radiant Heat 
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Flame Impingement 
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Flame fronts move through vegetation or
objects that contact combustible materials
(deck supports, vegetation, etc.).

The ignition of these materials can lead
to the burning of the structure.



Embers
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An ember shower can start 30 minutes or more before
the fire and can be sustained for two hours or more
after the fire has passed.
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Usually, trees don’t burn down homes, it’s the homes that 
burn down trees. 





A Healthy Landscape is a Fire Resistant Landscape 



Preventing Ecosystem Loss

 Mulching

 Prescribed 
Fire 

 Hand 
Thinning

 Mowing
 And More!



 Three Keys of Risk 
Reduction

1. Defensible Space
2. Fire-Resistant 

Landscaping
3. Home Hardening
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Marketing
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Not Just for Commercial Arborists 



Not Just for 
Commercial Arborists 



What Do You Get Out of the WRRQ Course?

 Course taught by experienced professionals 
 Take a peak into the world on how wildfires burn and how 

you can help your community by becoming a “pre- first 
responder”

 Be included on a public list of fellow arborists who are 
WRRQ qualified 



Any questions?

Thank you!


